[Uptake 14CO2 from air and accumulation of 14C in Chinese cabbage].
Uptake 14CO2 from air and accumulation of 14C in the Chinese cabbage were studied by using the isotope-tracer techniques in order to get a better understanding of the environmental behavior of 14CO. The results show that the 14CO2, which was uptaken from the air by the leaf photosynthesis, would be sent to the other part of the Chinese cabbage and form a accumulating trend. The specific activity of 14C in every tissue increases linearly with time, and the increasing rate is in the range of 95.3 - 270.2 Bq/(g x d). The order of rate in tissues is as below: cabbage heart > leaf blade > leaf stalk > basal plate > root. The Chinese cabbage has an intensive concentration of 14CO2, and the concentration factor values increase rapidly with time. The concentration factor values in the cabbage heart reach the highest level (156.4 in 48 days) and following with the leaf blade (135.6 in 48 days). The specific activity in each part of the Chinese cabbage also increases with the introduction times of the 14CO2. Regression analysis has proved that the specific activity (C) of every part is positively correlated to the introducing times (N). Owing to its high accumulation of 14CO2, Chinese cabbage can be used as the indicator plant in the supervisor of 14CO2 air pollution.